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A BSTRACT
Project SWIFT (System Wide Integration for Transformation) is a programme of work supported by developments in technology,
that aims to improve the health of people in Counties Manukau through initiatives focused on community-based care and
improving hospital systems. A “rapid review” of literature focussing on coordination of care in hospitals was carried out to
support this project. Rapid review is a literature review methodology that is “streamlined” by limiting: the number of databases
searched, the types of study design included, the languages that articles are written in, the dates when articles were written, and
the level of inclusion of “grey” literature. In total, 30 articles were considered in detail for inclusion in this rapid review, with
many other articles considered briefly from title or abstract alone. Of the 30 articles, 12 (40%) were ultimately deemed relevant,
and included. In total, 112 unique articles contributed to the literature review, if all of the articles considered by three systematic
reviews that contributed to this rapid review are included. The review found reasonable evidence that implementation of patient
care delivery models focussing on coordination of care and efficiency can contribute to reductions in length of stay for hospital
patients. In addition, reasonable evidence was found indicating that that the use of preoperative briefings and surgical safety
checklists by operating teams can improve patient safety outcomes. However, it was not possible to draw firm conclusions from
many of the other articles that were reviewed: these tended not to describe measurable improvements to patient outcomes or
efficiency, and instead focussed on results that were process rather than outcome oriented, subjective, reported improvements that
were not compared against any other measure, or were non-significant.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
Project SWIFT (System Wide Integration for Transformation) is a programme of work supported by developments
in technology, that aims to improve the health of people in Counties Manukau through initiatives focused on
community-based care and improving hospital systems.[1]
It is being carried out by the Counties Manukau District
Health Board (DHB) in New Zealand over a four-year period.
Counties Manukau DHB has a population that is younger
than the national average. It has a slightly higher proportion

of Māori (16.3% vs. 15.4%), a much higher proportion of
Pacific people (23.2% vs. 6.7%), and more people in the
most deprived section of the population (Ministry of Health,
2015). A literature review was carried out to contribute to
an aim of Project SWIFT that was to coordinate care and
workflow management in hospitals, and standardise hospital
processes to result in patients being less likely to suffer from
adverse medical events. These objectives required a review
of New Zealand and international research literature to be
carried out.
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2. M ETHODS

non-relevant articles being “audited” by a second reviewer
A rapid review methodology was used for this literature re- to check for agreement. As articles were read, further referview. This is a streamlined literature review process that ences were also sought from any relevant papers found using
may be shortened by, for example, limiting the number of a snowballing technique.
databases searched, the types of study design included, the The papers included were then critically reviewed by providlanguages that articles are written in, the dates when articles ing a written summary of methods, findings and conclusions
were written, and the level of inclusion of “grey” literature. from each of the articles, and summarising the limitations of
Also, the number of reviewers involved in decisions about the research in terms of their applicability to the hospital coninclusion and exclusion of articles, data extraction and qual- text. The quality of evidence in each article was scored on a
ity assessment may be fewer than normal.[2] Because of number of variables relevant to the project: study design, parthis streamlined procedure, the limitations of rapid review ticipant characteristics, health system in which the research
can include selection bias, publication bias and language of was carried out, population studied, and outcome measured.
publication bias. However, the methodology was viewed All variables were scored from zero to three. Study design,
as appropriate for this review due to the limited time and health system, and outcome measured were then weighted by
resources available, and it provided a good balance between a factor of two, as these were considered the most important
costs and benefits.
variables for the review. The scoring system resulted in a
The methodology consisted of identifying and selecting publications that were relevant to the area of focus, critically
appraising publications, analysing the data reported, and describing results. First, inclusion and exclusion criteria were
defined to guide which articles to include in the literature
review. Articles included were those that reported research
relating to any of the following within a hospital setting: integration of tasks and workflow, optimisation of clinical or
allied health resources, prevention of readmission through
integrated care or standardisation of processes, increased
clinical or allied health efficacy, reduction in clinical or other
staff, standardisation of hospital processes, and reduction
of patient adverse medical events through optimisation of
processes. Any research with a publication date from 2005
to 2015 that was written in English, and with any study design, was included. Excluded articles included non-research
articles, those that reported research relating to General Practice (GP) or community services, those that reported benefits
achieved through improvements to technical or clinical skills,
articles which described process modelling or simulation
techniques but did not apply these techniques to a real-life
setting, and non peer-reviewed articles that were carried out
outside of New Zealand.
Standard search engines (Medline Complete, Ebsco Health
Business Elite, Cochrane, Health Foundation Research Scan,
Heath Improvement and Innovation Resource Centre portal,
Google Scholar, Pub Med, Science Direct, Web of Knowledge) were used to search for articles using combinations
of the following terms: “integrated workflow”, “workflow
orchestration”, “workflow improvement”, “process improvement”, “workflow”, “efficiency”, “coordination of hospital
care”, “orchestration of hospital care”, and “efficient hospital
care”. Titles or abstracts of papers found were checked and
non-relevant literature was removed, with five percent of
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total score out of 24 for each article, where 0-7 was defined
as weak evidence, 8-15 as moderate evidence, and 16-24 as
strong evidence.
For study design, three points were awarded to systematic
reviews that included at least one randomised controlled trial
(RCT), or research or evaluation studies with experimental designs that included randomisation; two points were
awarded to systematic reviews that did not include RCTs,
prospective cohort studies, or evaluations with an experimental design but without randomisation; one point was awarded
to retrospective cohort studies, case-control studies or evaluations with before/after designs, or that described baseline
data; and no points were awarded to cross sectional surveys,
evaluations without comparison groups and qualitative research.
For the participant characteristics category, studies which
featured participants from a range of clinical disciplines and
measured patient perspectives were awarded three points,
studies which featured participants from a range of clinical
disciplines only were awarded two points, studies which
featured participants relating to a single clinical discipline
were awarded one point, and studies which did not define
participants were awarded zero points.
For the health system category, studies which reported research that was carried out in settings most similar to that
found in New Zealand were awarded higher scores. Therefore, three points were awarded to studies carried out in
public hospitals, two points were awarded to studies that
were carried out in hospitals that were publicly funded but
privately run, and zero points were awarded to studies carried
out in private hospitals, or where there was no description of
the setting (there was no one point score available for this
category).
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For the “population” score, three points were awarded to
studies that demonstrated an impact across an entire hospital, two points were awarded to studies that demonstrated
an impact across a number of healthcare domains within a
hospital, one point was awarded to studies that demonstrated
an impact in a single healthcare domain, and no points were
awarded to studies that poorly defined the type of healthcare
domain in which the intervention had occurred.

nurses and nurse case managers, and streamline care delivery
through review of roles and tasks, and use of automation and
electronic medical records. A control unit acted as a comparison site: this was a 44 bed medical surgical orthopaedic
trauma unit that was similar to the intervention unit in terms
of size, patient population and makeup of team members.
The study found that length of stay decreased significantly
for those in the intervention unit, but not for those in the
control unit (mean length of stay [days] over a quarter for
Finally, in terms of outcome measured, studies that included
patient-care delivery model group: pre = 6.02, post = 5.02,
measures relating to efficiency and quality of care received
p = .049; for control group: pre = 5.19, post = 5.11, p = .45).
three points, studies that included measures relating to efficiency or quality of care received two points, studies that
included only measures of the extent of usage of a system, or
measured subjective user perceptions or satisfaction with a
system received one point; and studies which did not include
any measures received zero points.
Scores were interpreted cautiously, and were mainly used as
a way of presenting the strength of the evidence in an easy- Figure 1. Box-plot showing scores awarded to articles
to-read format. A further “audit” of the scores from 10% of included in rapid review
the included articles was carried out by a second reviewer, to
The literature review also highlighted evidence suggesting
check for agreement.
that the use of preoperative briefings and surgical safety
checklists by operating teams can improve patient safety out3. R ESULTS
comes. Weller and Boyd[4] undertook a systematic review of
In total, 30 articles were read in full to assess their relevance
46 studies of interventions to improve teamwork and comfor inclusion in this review, with many other articles being
munication in the operating room and highlighted two key
considered briefly from title or abstract alone. Of these 30
studies supported by strong evidence. The first was by the
articles, 12 (40%) were judged relevant and included. Of the
Veterans’ Health Administration who provided a programme
12 articles, three were systematic literature reviews, one was
of operative team training that included instruction in briefan RCT, one was a study with a control group (but where
ing, which was evaluated retrospectively against a control
randomisation had not been used), one was a study that used
group. A significant decline in the risk-adjusted surgical
pre/post data, five were studies where quantitative or qualitamortality rate in the trained group was found as compared
tive data had been collected but that was not compared with
with the non-trained group (RR = 1.49; 95% CI, 1.10-2.07;
anything, and one was a study that reported a planned RCT
p = .01). In addition, for every quarter of the training prowhich had not yet been carried out.
gram delivered, a reduction of 0.5 deaths per 1,000 proceStudies were carried out in a diverse range of international dures occurred (95% CI, 0.2-1.0; p = .001).[5] The second
hospitals in New Zealand, England, Canada, USA and The key study was a controlled trial of the Surgical Patient Safety
Netherlands. In total, 112 unique studies contributed to the System (SURPASS) checklist at six intervention hospitals
literature review, if all of the studies considered by the three in The Netherlands, compared with five control hospitals.[6]
systematic reviews are included. The average score out of 24 In the intervention hospitals, the proportion of patients with
for these articles was 10.75, and the range of scores is illus- one or more complications decreased from 15.4% to 10.6%
trated in the box plot in Figure 1. The 12 included articles (p < .001), while there was no change in the control hospitals.
will now be discussed.
An article found in the review that is worthy of mention
In general, the literature review found evidence that imple- because of the strong study design it described, but where
mentation of patient care delivery models focussing on coor- results are not yet available, was written by Meltzer and
dination of care and efficiency can reduce length of stay for Ruhnke,[7] who described a Comprehensive Care Physician
patients. Hajewski and Shirey[3] evaluated the implementa- (CCP) mode l. In this model, physicians provide both intion of a patient care delivery model in an acute care hospital patient and outpatient care to their patients to reduce the
with 60 beds, using a pre-post study design. The goal of discontinuities in care that can arise with the use of sepathe model was to increase coordination of care between staff rate “hospitalists” and primary care physicians. Meltzer and
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Ruhnke report that an RCT will be carried out to assess this streamline care delivery processes might be effective in remodel’s effects on costs and outcomes, and the results of this ducing length of stay for patients. However, the review could
will be available in 2016.[7] Given the high quality of design not identify which specific aspects of such patient care dethat is described, this study would be worth reviewing when livery models would be of the most benefit to hospitals, and
the results are released.
which aspects would be of lesser importance. Given the
potential financial and other resource implications of imThe other research found in this review that described posplementing such interventions, this would seem to be an
sible methods for improving care coordination in hospitals
important issue for future research to address. Unfortunately,
included literature that focussed on: the use of communicaliterature tended to consider outcomes from sets of intertions technology to improve clinical communications,[8] the
ventions delivered as a group, and the individual merits of
effectiveness of quality improvement and other interventions
each strand were not teased out. In future, patient care detaking place in acute care settings (a systematic review),[9]
livery models that are implemented in hospitals could be
studies that considered the effectiveness of information discarefully evaluated with this issue in mind. Findings from
play systems in hospitals,[10–12] studies that considered the
such robust evaluations would not only be valuable for the
use of electronic task management tools,[13, 14] a study that
hospitals in which the model was implemented, but also for
considered the effectiveness of nurse clipboard design,[15]
other hospitals who are interested in taking similar courses
and one that looked at the effectiveness of using a secure
of action.
[16]
messaging application in a hospital.
However, as a group,
this research did not describe measurable improvements to
patient outcomes or efficiency, instead focussing on results 5. C ONCLUSION
that: were process rather than outcome oriented (such as the The findings from this literature review will be considered
extent of usage of tools, or impacts on team behaviours); in context alongside many other initiatives that contribute
were subjective (such as measures of user satisfaction and to Project SWIFT, such as quality improvement investigaself-efficacy, attitudes towards teamwork, and perceptions of tions, evaluations of systems and services, engagement with
care); reported improvements that were not compared against patients, and improvements to IT systems. This literature review will contribute to the project’s “detailed design” phase,
any other measure; or were statistically non-significant.
which involves developing the overall SWIFT program of
work: the phase ends with the presentation of a number of
4. D ISCUSSION
business cases for change to the Counties Manukau DHB.
The priority of this review was to find articles that reported
either a high quality of evidence or summarised a large quan- This review has highlighted the importance of patient care
tity of evidence. However, it is acknowledged that not all delivery models and the use of surgical safety checklists and
articles of relevance may have been identified due to the pre-operative briefings in hospitals, and suggests that future
rapid review methodology employed. Nevertheless, research research relating to care coordination in hospitals will be of
suggested that if operating teams changed their practice from most use if it demonstrates strong evidence that relates to
using no or limited briefing to using a high quality preop- patient health outcomes, or efficiency in the use of resources.
erative briefing, and to using surgical safety checklists, this While other kinds of result are also of interest, these should
could improve patient and safety outcomes. This finding is ultimately be reported in support of these strong indicators
of particular interest because it illustrates that the implemen- of benefit.
tation of certain measures to coordinate care in hospitals can
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